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i d s t o r o n t o
9  smooth operator
Markus Miele and Reinhard Zinkann  
were on hand for the North American 
launch of miele’s Generation 6000  
appliance series, which takes refinement 
to a new level with such details as 
ergonomic hardware.   miele. ca

10  lounge lover 
andrew richard Designs’ Harrison line 
of outdoor seating exemplifies modern 
comfort at its best, with stainless steel 
structural components, and upholstery in 
Solartex and Sunbrella fabrics.   
andrewricharddesigns. com

11  islanD living 
Caesarstone invited Raw-Edges to create 
stand-alone domestic environments using 
quartz composite. The London studio 
delivered with a brilliantly realized series, 
Islands, that included a kitchen (shown), 
and a dining table that doubled as a Ping-
Pong table.   caesarstone. ca

12  going DutCh
The Rem faucet (named for Rem Koolhaas) 
is part of american standard’s new  
DXV collection, and it appears to be cut 
from a single block of stainless steel. Also 
available in polished chrome or brushed 
nickel.   dxv. com

1  filling the voiD
Montreal’s loïc Bard introduced the three- 
legged Tokyo table to his expanding line  
of wooden furnishings. Finished in natural 
oil, it conceals a narrow compartment for 
stash ing a magazine, and recalls the simpli- 
city of Japanese furniture.   loicbard. com

2  relaxeD to the max
The Lollygagger from hauser is a take  
on the classic Muskoka chair, made  
of recycled high-density polyethylene,  
a non-porous material that repels dirt. 
Available in red, orange, green or blue.  
 hauserstores. com

3  smoking hot
napoleon’s Galaxy See Thru fireplace is 
ideal for the outdoors. Constructed from 
weather-resistant stainless steel, the 
GSS48ST features glass wind deflectors 
that keep the flame lit during blustery 
conditions.   napoleonfireplaces. com

4  Bathing Beauty
The minimalist Ios tub from victoria+ 
albert is made of patented Englishcast, a 
volcanic limestone and resin composite 
that gives it insulating properties, an easy- 
to-clean surface and tougher strength 
than acrylic.   vandabaths. com

5  vintage moD
Diesel Social Kitchen, by scavolini, showed 
off the fashion and furniture design label’s 
love for the distressed look, mixing such 
worn-in materials as knotted oak with 
modern elements, including a bright yellow 
cart and green cabinetry.   dekla. ca

6  to infinity anD BeyonD
Toronto’s msDs studio paid sweet hom- 
age to the influential Continuous Monument 
made by Superstudio in 1969, devising 
a similar room of mirrors, with Diesel for 
Foscarini lights suspended from the ceiling.  
 msds‑studio. ca

7  salt of the earth
erthcoverings’ line of tactile 3-D natural 
stone veneers are both affordable and 
beautiful. With seven finishes, they can be 
used around fireplaces, on feature walls 
and for kitchen backsplashes.  
 erthcoverings. com

8  reaDy to mingle
Gamma Due’s Mix and Match was on view at 
the Ceragres booth. The porcelain tiles 
come in four bold or neutral monochro-
matic palettes that afford endless chevron 
pattern options.   ceragres. ca
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